[Molecular mechanism for dynamic regulation of endogenous ABA signal level].
The process from stress signal perception and the trigger of ABA biosynthesis to dynamic regulation of ABA level is an important stress signaling pathway in cells. Compared to the downstream events in ABA signal transduction, the researches in this field are relatively lagged. Expression of synthase genes, such as ZEP in roots and rate-limiting enzyme genes NCED, AtRGS1 and ABA2, can be activated in response to stresses. However, the expression of genes encoding degradative enzymes, including 7'-, 8'-, 9'-hydroxylase and glucosyltransferase, negatively regulates ABA accumulation. Meanwhile, the expressions of the synthases, such as ZEP and NCED3, are induced by increasing endogenous ABA contents. Additionally, the analyses of gene expression and source-sink dynamics indicates that sustained supply from root-sourced ABA is required for the maintenance of leaf ABA dynamic pool. It is notable that miRNAs should be involved in ABA signal origin and ABA level dynamic adjustment. Further dynamic analysis of ABA metabolism revealed that endogenous ABA signal levels are synergistically controlled by the expressions of synthases and degradative enzymes.